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its first breath in a mental atmosphere permeated by
materialistic notions. It became a physiological psychology,
thoroughly empirical in its experimental basis, viewing the
psychic process exclusively from without, and chiefly in
respect to its physiological manifestations. Such a state of
things was entirely satisfactory, so long as psychology
belonged to the department of philosophy or to that of, the
natural sciences. So long as it was kept within the confines
of the laboratory, psychology could remain purely experi-
mental, and could regard the psychic process entirely from
the outside. Thus instead of the old scholastic psychology
we had a new psychology no less academical in its origins.
But the tranquillity of the academic laboratory was soon
to be disturbed by the demands of those who needed a psycho-
logy for the purpose of applying it to human problems.
These intruders were the doctors.   The neurologist as'well
as the alienist is concerned with psychical disorders, and
therefore feels the urgent need of a psychology applicable
to  these  maladies.   Quite  independently   of  academical
psychology, medical jnen had already discovered an avenue to
the human mind, and to a psychological treatment of its
disorders.   This was hypnotism, which evolved out-of what
had been called' mesmerism' in the latter part of the eighteenth
century, and ' animal magnetism \ in the beginning of the
nineteenth.   The development  of hypnotism,  represented
by such names as Charcot and Bernheim, went on to a medical
psychology represented by  Pierre Janet.   Another pupil
of Charcot, Freud in Vienna, applied the hypnotic method at
first very much in the same way as Janet, but he soon .came
to different results.   While Janet remained mostly experi-
mental and descriptive, Freud went further and deeper into
matters that seemed negligible to the medical science of those
days; namely, into the patient's morbid phantasy and its
activity in the subconscious strata of the mind.   It would be
unjust to imply that Janet had overlooked this ; indeed, the^
contrary is the case.    It is just his greatest merit that he

